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Abstract: Human kin recognition activates substrates of the extended facial processing network,
notably the right-hemisphere structures involved in self-face recognition and posterior medial cortical
substrates. To understand the mechanisms underlying prosociality toward kin faces in comparison to
other familiar faces, we investigated the neural correlates of implicit trustworthiness ratings to faces
of actual kin and personal friends, controlling for activation to distracter faces. When controlling for
activation associated with unknown faces, trustworthiness ratings of faces of kin, compared to friends,
were associated with increased activation in the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, posterior cingulate,
and precuneous. On the other hand, trustworthiness ratings of friend faces, relative to kin faces,
were associated with the lateral occipital gyrus and insular cortex. Trustworthiness ratings for
unknown faces were only associated with activation in the fusiform gyrus. These findings suggest
that we should employ medial cortical substrates known to be part of the self-other network when
making implicit social judgements about kin, but not other classes of facial stimuli.
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1. Introduction
Kin variably evoke a myriad of emotions such as love, irritation, trust, frustration, and altruism,
among others. Kin selection theory [1] posits that organisms should differentially be altruistic toward
and trust kin relative to non-kin based on the notion that any investment provides returns in the
form of genetic representation in subsequent generations, or helping those genes that are shared
among kin. Recent studies utilized modern techniques to further understand kin selection theory [2–8].
Because incorrect assignment/perception of kinship can have dire consequences (inbreeding depression,
cuckoldry, deception), proximate (neural) mechanisms designed to detect and respond preferentially
toward kin are predicted to have evolved [1,2,8]. Kin discrimination mechanisms allow individuals
to modify their behavior with respect to genetic relatedness [9,10] and have been shown to impact a
variety of behaviors [9–29] in a variety of organisms, including humans.
Impression formation on the basis of facial processing occurs very quickly [30], and implicit
trustworthiness judgements have been associated with activation in the limbic system, particularly the
amygdala [31–33]. These important social judgements appear to occur in the absence of deep
processing [34–36]. Several studies have demonstrated negative associations between trustworthiness
ratings and activation in medial temporal lobe structures (including the amygdala, uncus,
fusiform gyrus, and parahippocampal gyrus) [32,33]. The amygdala has been hypothesized to
be involved in automatic face coding with respect to impression management and is predicted to
drive social responses, appetitive or aversive, toward individuals. Similarly, several studies have
demonstrated that attractive faces activate the neural substrates involved in reward processing [37–40]
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and that the amygdala encodes and/or processes the social valence and salience of a face based on
important social information such as attractiveness and self-resemblance [41–43].
The proximate neural mechanisms associated with viewing faces of kin, relative to friends and
strangers, has recently been documented [21,22,41,44,45]. Platek and Kemp [22] showed that activation
to kin faces shared similar activation patterns when compared to participants viewing their own face
(right parietal lobe), as well as activation in the posterior cingulate and precuneous. Another study
showed that self-resembling faces, a putative proxy for kin faces, were associated with activation in
ventral frontal reward substrates when regressed with trustworthiness ratings [46]. To date, no study
has investigated the relationship between trustworthiness ratings and faces of actual kin. Here we
regress ratings of trustworthiness on activation to faces of kin, friends, and unknown individuals in
order to identify the proximate neural substrates that putatively drive implicit social judgements about
kin vis-à-vis friends and unknown faces.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants/Stimuli
Ten volunteers (M age = 26.2; 5 female) were recruited from a university in northwest England.
All subjects provided written informed consent. The local committee on research ethics approved
the study.
Upon agreeing to participate, each subject provided a digital photograph of a family member
(kin face) and a close personal friend (friend face) via one of two methods: subjects either came to
the lab with their friend and family member to have the pictures taken by the researchers, or subjects
submitted a photograph of their friend or family member to the researchers. For those who opted for
the latter method, participants were provided with explicit instructions on how to take and deliver
(e-mail) the photographs. All photographs that were provided by participants were inspected for
quality and lighting and discarded if they did not meet the strict requirements for lighting consistency,
brightness, and size; the participant was then asked to send an additional photograph(s) to replace any
inadequate ones. All participants were able to comply with the instructions and the final photographs
used met the standards of the researcher and another inspector. All images were standardized for
orientation (face tilt) and interpupillary distance. Additionally, two independent raters were asked
to identify qualitative differences in the pictures and were unable to identify reliable differences in
the photographic quality of the images. This procedure entailed sorting through all of the images
and selecting images that they thought did not meet the study requirements or that were glaringly
inconsistent when compared to other images in the group. If an independent rater identified a picture
that was qualitatively different, they were asked to indicate what aspect of the face appeared unusual.
Any photographs that were determined to be unusual resulted in the experimenter asking participants
to provide another, different photo. This procedure was repeated until the raters no longer identified
that image as being unusual. This happened for two sets of family photos. Participants did not report
any differences in emotional valence to the photos, nor did the independent raters. All participants
reported submission of photos of people that they liked, or were fond of. Length of acquaintance was
not measured, but would be a good area for future research. Photos compiled from a freely available
face database were used as unknown faces [47]. At the completion of participation, participants were
asked if they recognized any of the unknown faces. No participant reported having recognized any of
the unknown faces.
2.2. fMRI Acquisition
During scanning, participants were asked to make perceptual discriminations about whether the face
was familiar or unfamiliar. No explicit instructions for how to scan the face were given. For each participant,
one run/session of 205 volumes consisting of 42 interleaved slices (TR = 2.5, TE = 30(ms), FoV = 19.2 cm,
flip angle = 85) were collected at 3 Tesla on a Siemens (Cambridge, UK) Trio scanner. The time of acquisition
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varied as stimuli were presented in a randomized, jittered fashion with variable null interstimulus intervals
that ranged from 20% to 40% null events. Each image was presented 20 times. A high-resolution structural
MP-RAGE scan was also collected and was used to coregister functional images.
Prior to analysis, all functional echo planar images (EPIs) were preprocessed using FSL-FEAT’s
preprocessing tools. In short, the images were realigned and corrected for head movement and motion,
normalized for intensity, and smoothed with a Gaussian kernel FWHM 6 mm3 . Functional images
were then statistically processed using FEAT-FLAME (part of the FSL package distribution [48–51].
Initially, we computed first-level analysis for the contrasts of each face class stimulus versus the
baseline, which results in four contrast images per experiment: self vs. null, family vs. null, friend vs.
null, and unknown vs. null [22].
2.3. Behavioral Procedures
Approximately four weeks after scanning, participants rated each face they saw during scanning
for trustworthiness. Trustworthiness ratings for the difference between trust rating for kin face versus
friend face, and vice versa, controlling for ratings of unknown/distractor faces (D), were then calculated
using the equation:
!
!
(K − D)
(Fr − D)
−
,
D
D
where K is the trustworthiness rating for kin faces, Fr is the trustworthiness rating for friend faces,
and D is the trustworthiness rating for distractor faces. In order to show the effect for friend faces,
the signs were reversed. We call this variable the calculation for relative trustworthiness for kin (CTfa )
and friend (CTfr ), respectively. In order to create a similar score for trustworthiness ratings to unknown
faces, we modified the equation as follows:
!
!
(D − K )
(D − Fr)
+
/2,
K
Fr
which represents the mean trustworthiness ratings to unknown faces when controlling for each of kin
and friend faces (CTun ).
2.4. fMRI Trustworthiness Analysis
Each CT score was parametrically regressed on first-level analyses using FEAT [48,50,51].
Mixed-effects modeling was employed using FSL-FLAME methods and the statistical parametric
threshold was set to uncorrected p < 0.005.
3. Results
Ratings of trustworthiness to kin faces (CTfa ) were associated with increased activation in the
right superior parietal lobe (38, −36, 52; z = 4.47), precuneous (12, −48, 46; z = 3.67), posterior cingulate
gyrus (6, −42, 28; z = 2.61), dorsal anterior cingulate gyrus (2, −8, 44; z = 3.54), and right superior
frontal
gyrus
(22,
44;REVIEW
z = 3.71) (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Statistical parametric maps showing activation to the CTfa condition (uncorrected, p < 0.005,
Figure 1. Statistical parametric maps showing activation to the CTfa condition (uncorrected, p < 0.005,
see text
for coordinates and details).
see text for coordinates and details).

Ratings of trustworthiness of friend faces (CTfr) were associated with increased activation in the
left insular cortex (−32, 18, −12; z = 3.10), left parahippocampal gyrus (−16, −28, −14; z = 2.77), and left
lateral occipital cortex (−42, −70, 36; z = 3.23), but not the posterior cingulate or dorsal anterior
cingulate (see Figure 2a). Ratings of trustworthiness of unknown faces (CTun) were only associated
with increased activation in the left inferior lateral occipital/fusiform gyrus (−0, −62, −4; z = 4.22)
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Figure 1. Statistical parametric maps showing activation to the CTfa condition (uncorrected, p < 0.005,
see text for coordinates and details).
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Figure 2. Statistical parametric maps showing activation associated with increased trustworthiness
Figure 2. Statistical parametric maps showing activation associated with increased trustworthiness
ratings in the (a) CTfr and (b) CTun conditions (uncorrected, p < 0.005; see text for coordinates
ratings in the (a) CTfr and (b) CTun conditions (uncorrected, p < 0.005; see text for coordinates and
and details).
details).
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limited to the precuneous, anterior and posterior cingulate gyri, and medial prefrontal gyrus—appears
to be a critical neural network involved in differentiating how allocation of trust is expressed to
varying classes of faces/individuals. It appears that as kin faces tap and activate neural substrates that
are also commonly activated in response to self-information processing (e.g., self-face recognition),
self-referential phenotypic matching may occur. If such self-referential phenotypic matching takes the
form of matching kin to a neurocognitively stored template [15], then these findings suggest that the
more a face activates self-referent substrates, the more trust ought to be allocated to such individuals.
In fact, two studies support that claim. Krill and Platek [59] asked participants to play the social
exclusion game CyberBall with three classes of faces: self-resembling, same race, and other race.
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They showed that as self-reference decreased, so too did the level of activation and self-reported ‘upset’
during the game. In particular, while the self-resembling and same-race face activated regions of the
anterior cingulate gyrus, a putative neural alarm center, in response to social exclusion, the other-race
face (i.e., least resembling and least likely to match a stored self-referent template) did not. In other
words, participants felt the greatest sense of betrayal by being excluded by faces that possibly tapped
their neurocognitively stored self-referent phenotypic match.
Platek and Krill [42] showed a possible perceptual effect that mediates such a neurocognitively held
self-referent phenotypic matching. They investigated activation in the amygdala, specifically, to faces
that shared varying degrees of self-resemblance. They showed people a same-race self-resembling face,
a same-race non-self-resembling face, an other-race self-resembling face (using a facial transformation
technique), and an other-race non-self-resembling face. Activation in the bilateral amygdala revealed
a nonlinear pattern; i.e., the amygdala was most activated by same-race self-resembling faces and
other-race non-self-resembling faces. Platek and Krill argue that same-race self-resembling faces and
other-race non-self-resembling faces anchor the end points of a theoretical valence-based distribution
for self-referent phenotypic matching. In others words, people who resemble you and share your race
are highly likely to be your kin, while people who do not look like you and do not share your race are
least likely to be your kin. Interestingly, they showed that same-race non-self-resembling and other-race
self-resembling faces showed similar and lower levels of activation in the amygdala, suggesting a
neural trade-off between cues to group membership that include race and self-resemblance perceptions.
Because the amygdala and medial cortical substrates are highly connected, it could be the case
that increased arousal to self-resembling and kin faces starts a cascade of activations aimed at showing
increased levels of altruism, trust, etc. On the other hand, faces that do not activate arousal substrates
in this way do not start this cascade and thus are not subject to the same degree of appetitive behavioral
interaction. The mechanism of this hypothesis may be increases in affiliative hormones such as
oxytocin [60,61] that might be mediated by a variety of ontogenetic experiences [62]. If our hypothesis
is correct, it would suggest that variability in response to kin and non-kin, but not familiar faces,
could be modulated by emotional expression, among other things. This, of course, is a matter of
conjecture and requires further research.
This research is not without its limitations. For example, asking participants to provide images
of their family and friends presents the possibility that the images of individuals that occupied
a particularly positive place in participants’ evaluative process were more likely to be included.
Additionally, it would have been ideal to ask participants to provide a number of images of different
family members and friends so that a random selection of the faces could have been used as stimuli.
This might have alleviated some bias toward selecting stimuli that were associated a priori with
participants’ positive attributions (it is also possible that an array of images that were all positively
biased might have been provided by the participants). Ideally, images of family members and friends
would have been taken without the participant’s knowledge, thus randomly controlling for valence
about the individual. Unfortunately, that was not possible. Participants were not instructed to bring
a photo of someone they liked/disliked, but simply to provide an image of someone who fit the
requisite criteria. However, no participant self-reported having a negative feeling about either the
family member or friend whose photograph they provided. An additional limitation is the lack of
images that varied with respect to genealogical distribution. Ideally, a set of images that represented
several points of genetic relatedness would have been preferred to allow for modeling of the coefficient
of relatedness. This could be a ripe area for future research. Participants were not asked how long they
knew the family member or familiar face. Length of acquaintance could impact levels of trust and
variably activate the proposed social arousal network we are proposing. To our knowledge, no one has
tested the effects of length of acquaintance on the neural correlates of familiarity of faces. This could be
a very exciting area of future research on familiar face processing. Participants were also not given any
instructions on how to scan the face—i.e., what part to look at first, second, and so forth. This might be
particularly interesting when measuring this response if participants are known to scan faces differently,
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such as those with autism. Typically, developing children and adults tend to begin the scan of a face by
looking at the eyes. In contrast, children and adults with autism tend to scan a face by first looking
at the mouth. How, or if, this would have an effect on trustworthiness ratings is unknown. Lastly,
the sample size was small, making this a 1) brief and 2) preliminary report on this finding. Here we
investigated the link between kinship, friendship, and social judgement. Future investigations should
involve larger sample sizes that vary in terms of genealogical and ethnic/cultural makeup.
Recent findings suggest cultural variance in self-other representation with respect to trait adjective
judgments [45]. While this is an area that requires further research in light of the current findings,
our sample was entirely Western. The characterization of a similar response in non-Western cultures
would be fascinating, but is beyond the scope of this paper.
5. Conclusions
In conclusion, it appears that implicit prosocial judgments about kin, compared to friends and
unknown individuals, is associated with activation in medial substrates that are known to be associated
with self-related processing. A recent imaging study [63] demonstrated that activation to self-resembling
faces interacts with structural facial characteristics that predict ratings of (un)trustworthiness.
Interestingly, they showed that faces that resembled subjects by approximately 50% activated medial
cortical substrates [21]. This is consistent with a series of investigations showing that medial cortical
substrates are implicated in responding to self-resemblance and the hypothesis that these areas may be
associated with making important kin-based and sociality-based judgments about how to react to such
individuals. The current findings add to this growing area of research by showing that implicit ratings
of trustworthiness of faces that approximate kin, compared to nonkin, are evaluated at a socially
important level.
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